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oSMo – new
membrane procedure
for lignin recovery
t

he new product, which was developed by
osmo in a major technical test series lasting several months, is a membrane procedure
on the basis of ceramic ultra-filtration membranes to treat bleaching waste water from
the paper and pulp industries. In accordance
with the conditions existing at the customer,
such as those of the bleaching process, the
quantity of bleach waste water or the temperature level, etc., the turn-key plants can
be used individually for CsB5 reduction with
the simultaneous recovery of lignin. fibres,
solids and other soilings are removed by an integrated preliminary filtration station and the
ts content is raised using a steaming unit to
the desired concentration.
Lignin recovery − a future topic
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The chemical oxygen requirement (CSB)
is a measure for the sum of all organic
compounds in water, including those that
are difficult to degrade.
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the topic of lignin recovery is currently the
subject of various research projects in particular in the paper and cellulose processing
industries and the market opportunities for an
effective procedure are regarded as very good.
Both expert fairs and during personal meetings
with experts from the paper industry, the new
product of osmo is being well received and two
specific offers have already been made.

An official approval process is currently ongoing
in germany for the expansion of a production
site of a large paper factory which includes the
osmo procedure. osmo is, at least in germany
and Austria, therefore the first company that
has managed to roll out the membrane procedure in this application on an industrial scale.
Clear reduction of the load degree
of bleaching waste water
Lignin is a high-molecule three-dimensionally
linked substance, which forms the development of wooded plants together with the cellulose and other polysaccharides. During the
digestion of the wood, the originally insoluble
lignin is broken down, made soluble and removed by cooking with other chemicals and
by bleaching. the waste water arising in the
process contains a high CsB load that is difficult to break down and is usually fed to multiple-stage waste water processing (anaerobic
and aerobic steps of the waste water processing plant), while it is rarely possible to meet
the legal feed-in values or to use the lignin
concentrate on a commercial basis.

Degree of drainage

E-business marathon at
the Schwarzlsee a major
success

OSMO is the first company in
germany and Austria to roll out
a new membrane procedure
to recover lignin on an
industrial scale.

The new procedure of OSMO now has both
economic and ecological benefits. As the
CSB content in waste water is now already
reduced by about 40% before being fed
into the prescribed waste water processing plant, it can be dimensioned on a far
smaller scale. This has the benefit that
both the costs for the plant technology
and the running costs are a lot lower. On
the other hand, when separating the CSB
from the bleaching lye, high-quality and
high-concentrate lignin sulphonate − in the
case using the 100m³/h plant, this results
in about 575 kg/h of lignin sulphate with a
TS content6 of 40% − that is, amongst other
things, used as an adhesive agent in wood
pellet or in wood/chipboard production,
but also as a replacement raw material in
the production of glues, resins and filling
substances or as an initial material for biodiesel production and currently needs to
be produced in own processes.
OSMO has submitted its newly developed
procedure on the basis of ceramic ultrafiltration membranes for the 2011 Environmental Technology Award of the State of
Baden-Württemberg.

Gorgeous weather, 4,500 runners
and gAw in the front middle
of the pack.
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t

he 11th e-business marathon has been run
and the event of the spring was excellent!

26 f.l.t.r. front row: Thomas Lenger,
Mathias Lafer, Philipp Kaiser,
Alexandra ebenbauer, Christian
monschein, Brigitte merlin, robert
tüchi, Barbara schauer, martin
faustmann, markus wolkowitsch
f.l.t.r. back row: patrick Kohlhofer,
robert spiegel, Alexander
hörner, Johanna hübl

Under gorgeous sunshine some 4,500 runners
head on 6.5.2011 towards the schwarzl-see in
unterpremstätten and ran their rounds. team
spirit was needed from the relay runners and
every runner who mastered his or her round
successfully, albeit shattered, had reason to
celebrate. Impressive was also the team spirit of gAw: both the men and the mixed relay
teams achieved excellent times and were able
to rank in the front medium spots.

People
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decades for gaW
people who put the majority of their professional life in the service of the company
are an important basis for corporate success for gAw.
we wish to take this occasion to thank
two colleagues, who have gone into retirement this year after decades of joint
collaboration.
our thanks go out to mr ernst Zohmann,
who was always available to our customers and employees as a project manager
with his huge pool of knowledge from experience, and mr Anton wachter, whose expertise and ability as a turner was always
greatly appreciated.

Kreuzer Martin
KRESTA Sales,
field installation department
(Montagemanagement)
with his dual studies of production technology and organisation at the Joanneum
Graz polytechnic from 2004 to 2008, Martin
Kreuzer prepared perfectly for the challenges in this company.
since 2008, he has been working for the
sales department of KrestA and his focus is
on the paper and pulp industries.
Contact:
e-mail: martin.kreuzer@kresta.at
tel.: 0043 4358 3811 291

Martina Wörner
OSMO Project manager
martina wörner has strengthened the
project management team at osmo
since December 2010. Due to her previous job with a renowned stuttgart-based
plant manufacturer in the area of water
processing, she has huge experience in
the processing of projects and handling
national and international customers.
Both in business terms and personally, ms
wörner travels all continents and is open to
new countries, people and activities.
Contact:
e-mail: m.woerner@osmo-membrane.de
Tel.: 0049 (0)7150-2066 DW36

